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the forest service is required to publish a land management plan for each unit of its public land. they are available in hardcopy, but the majority of
planning is done online. this data can be used to help address issues such as: climate change and its effects on forest health, native plant and

wildlife habitat, ecosystem services provided by forests, forest management practices, and the development of forest health indicators. the data is
available in a variety of formats and can be downloaded from the forest service website. this information is taken from the national forest

inventory of the u.s. forest service and u. bureau of land management (blm) and is used to evaluate forest health and to identify opportunities for
restoration and improvement. the data is obtained and compiled from annual inventory cycles of the forest service and blm; and surveys

conducted by these agencies, state conservation agencies, and other organizations to provide information on forest health and to assist in the
planning and implementation of forest management activities. data is also collected from current and past land management plans, forest plans,
and other plans, such as fire and watershed plans. the u.s. forest service publishes forest plans for units of the national forest system, forest plans

for state forest areas and other plans such as the forest plan for the cccne and plans of the federal cccne. there are also plans for national
grassland areas, federal wild and scenic rivers, national trails, and for forest service recreational and non-recreational lands. these plans can be

used to address issues such as wildfire and drought risk, management practices, public recreation, and native plant and wildlife habitat.
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see canada's global status. assessing canada's contribution to global vegetation and the health of ecosystems in the americas and globally. the
forests of canada are the largest land region on earth with about 50 percent of the world's forested land. even though canada is a small country, it

is home to more than 30 percent of the planet's vascular plant species and more than 90 percent of the world's coniferous trees. canada ranks
among the world's most biologically diverse countries, and scientists estimate that about 20 percent of the world's forest species occur there. the

boise national forest's six maps cover a significant area of the forest, encompassing the boise ranger district, including the mountain ranges of
sunnyside, stanley and elbow creeks. the maps cover roads, trails, trees and wildlife and are printed with topographic lines at a scale of 1 to a half-

mile and delineate areas of high scenic value and areas of environmental significance. the boise ranger district map includes the boise national
forest, the owyhee national forest, the weiser national forest, the marble mountain ranger district and some county parks in ada county, as well as
the neighborhood area of the city of boise. the flathead national forest provides many of the same maps as the bitterroot national forest, including
general map products as well as wilderness travel products. the maps are printed with topographic lines at a scale of 1 to a half-mile and delineate
areas of high scenic value and areas of environmental significance. the northeast portion of the forest is covered by a number of small wilderness
areas and on the northwest is a portion of the bob marshall wilderness. this is one of the few regions of the national forest system with no lakes.
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